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“For parents, feeding their kids is largely driven by
generational factors, as well as parenting styles and
demographics. There are distinct differences in the

attitudes and behaviors of parents based on what groups
they belong to and identify with.”

– Amy Kraushaar, US Category Manager

This report looks at the following areas:

Parents are impacted by many factors when making decisions on what and how to feed their kids:
demographics, generational groups (how their parents raised them as well as their own generation
attitudes, perceptions, and beliefs), and the style in which they raise their children.

The percentage of families with children has declined between 2003 and 2013, and with Millennials
marrying and setting up households later, manufacturers and marketers need to understand parent
issues, considerations, and strategies in terms of feeding their kids. This report identifies what impacts
parent decision making when it comes to kids and eating.
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Parent Attitudes, Factors, and Influencers toward Feeding Their Kids
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Figure 45: Primary decision maker for feeding children at home, by generations, May 2014
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Classic parenting styles defined

Three styles uncovered on how parents feed their kids

Profile: Permissive parents
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Profile: Strict parents

Insights and opportunities

Profile: Health Pusher parents
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Different parent styles impact feeding decisions and behaviors
Figure 51: Factors that impact feeding decisions at home, by parenting food groups, May 2014
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Permissive parents may be overwhelmed by feeding decisions
Figure 53: Agreement with attitudes toward children's eating habits and nutrition, by parenting food groups, May 2014
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Strict parents influenced by professionals; Permissives, by peers and their kids
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Parent Styles toward Feeding Their Kids

Parent Style Groups

Kids’ and Teens’ Attitudes toward Food and Eating
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Trend: Nouveau Poor

Trend: Immaterial World

Trend: Mood to Order

Permissive parents focus on food kids will love

Strict parents are most interested in healthy discipline

Health Pusher parents look for clever ways to make healthy eating easy
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